
SCRIBE REPORT Committee Meeting #2

Tuesday 15 November 2016 @  Big Chicken, Kathu

GM: Not Cleaver 

phuket-hhh.com

Attending: Not Cleaver, Jungle Balls, Tequila Slapper, Mind The Gap, Pole Position, Blue 
Harlot, Tootsie, Two Stroke, Billy No Mates, What A Rat, Bollox, Fungus. GM asked Fungus 
to scribe for the meeting.

GM opened the meeting with a warm welcome and expression of gratitude for all the work 
being done by the committee. GM gave an expression of thanks to No Hope for all his past  
work as Hash Doc and long-time member of the committee before resigning from the 
committee at the start of this hash year. GM thanked the committee members and other 
volunteers that made the Khanom Outstation Run work so successfully. "Well done lads" said 
he.

Hash Cash Jungle Balls reported that we are solvent and that he is available for more details. 
JB will produce a transaction report for committee members that will be available at the next 
committee meeting.

Impedimenta GM reported that Fucking Near Water had departed the area and the current 
stand in is Hawaiian Ho. Two Stroke and GM will assist Hawaiian Ho with stock and other 
helpful issues.

Volunteering Fungus and Two Stroke reported all is working out as best as can be expected 
with organizing the volunteers this year under the circumstances related to holding events in 
Thailand during this period. Our involvement in the second weekend is still without clarity as 
the organizers work to put final edits to their plan. The website will be a major "check-in" point
for all volunteers this year as information develops.

Website Tootsie has completed his initial phase of development, primarily in areas for the 
Runmaster and OnSec. He will now begin a longer phase of working with data that will likely 
involve Registration with no set time scales.

Promotion of Hash GM and Pole Position will participate in a public display of Phuket 
Organizations on Saturday 19 Nov. to help promote our Hash to the general public. The display
will have laminated pictures showing what Hashing means. They'll also have a manikin with a 
PH3 shirt. All Committee members were provided with new PH3 BizCards in Thai and English
for easily passing to people possibly interested. These cards will be made available to all 
members at the Sat. hash registration table.

http://phuket-hhh.com/


Hash Support of Hash Ball GM noted that all plans are on-course for this grand event to be 
held on 02 June 2017. He will start producing weekly reports for the circle (not!). The pricing 
will provide a form of discounting structure for volunteering.

Miscellaneous
- Thirty Baht beers. We will continue the current policy.

- GM reports the efforts to show extra care to visitors and virgins has been very effective and 
recommends it becomes a standard practice.

- Bollox will donate a special ice stand for elevating the block of ice for people that can't get 
down to the ground. This is an experiment that may provide steward material in itself.

- GM reminded that the core money earmarked for Community Charity Support remains 
available for the right timing and circumstances.

Next meeting GM set the next meeting for 3 months time and designated Top Off's restaurant 
as the venue.  Meeting closed.


